Dear PositiviTEA Supporter,
Thank you for taking part in our very first PositiviTEA on
Wednesday 3rd March, as part of Event Wellbeing Day
2021, helping us raise vital funds so we can continue to
provide essential relief and support to event professionals
experiencing hardship, and struggling with their mental
health and wellbeing.
The last 12 months have been turbulent for our industry.
The support we have given has included helping a young
event professional who found himself homeless get off
the streets and into rental accommodation, a single
mum and event professional simply buy a school uniform
for her son at the start of the school year, a father and
event professional clear mortgage arrears on their family
home, in addition to helping many event professionals
simply put food on the table and buy groceries.
Since starting EventWell Pledge we have given out over
£6,000 in financial aid and support, only possible because
of event professionals like you, and we cannot thank you
enough.
Raising £50 for EventWell could help us train an
unemployed event professional in essential mental
health awareness
Raising £100 for EventWell could help us to offer a
week's worth of food and groceries to a family
Raising £250 for EventWell could provide an event
professional with a small relief grant to cover rent,
mortgage or utility arrears
All of the above are vital for helping prevent a downward
spiral into poor mental health, for protecting positive
mental health, and importantly showing your industry
colleagues and peers that they are not alone and their
industry stands with them and for them.
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Don't forget, PositiviTEA is also the perfect way for you to
take an hour out to doing something positive for your
own mental health, and get your collegues and friends
involved too. Make it as fun or as relaxing as you like, but
make it about self care and self kindness as they are the
most important tools for looking after your own mental
health and wellbeing.
Enjoy!
Helen Moon | Chief Executive & Founder

